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Abstract 
Kostochka, A.V., List edge chromatic number of graphs with large girth, Discrete Mathemat- 
ics 101 (1992) 189-201. 
It is shown that the list edge chromatic number of any graph with maximal degree A and girth 
at least 8A(ln A + 1.1) is equal to A + 1 or to A. 
1. Introduction and results 
Trying to obtain reasonable upper bound for total chromatic number Q(G) of 
multigraphs G with given maximal degree A(G), Vizing [ll-121 introduced the 
concept of list colouring (prescribed colouring in his terms). He also posed the 
following. 
Conjecture 1. The list edge chromatic number lee of any graph G does not 
exceed A(G) + 1. 
Conjecture 2. The list edge chromatic number of any multigraph is equal to its 
edge chromatic number (i.e. chromatic index). 
The notion of list colouring was also independently introduced by Erdiis, 
Rubin and Taylor [4], and Conjecture 2-by Albertson and Tucker. Conjecture 1 
implies that Total Colouring Conjecture is ‘almost true’. 
Conjectures 1 and 2 are proved only for very small classes of graphs: snarks, 
trees, cycles (cf. [3]), planar graphs with maximal degree at least 9 [2]. As far as 
we know the best general bounds for ZeX(G) and Q(G) are the following. 
Bound 1 (Hind [5]). fez(G) s 1.8 A(G) for any multigraph G. 
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Bound 2 ([7-8, lo]). Q(G) =S 1.5 A(G) f or any multigraph G with A(G) 2 4. 
Bound 3 (Bollobas and Hind [l]). leX(G) S 1.75 A(G) + o(A(G)) for any graph 
G. 
Bound 4 (Hind [6]). [x(G) s A(G) + 1 + 2vm for any graph G. 
The aim of the present paper is to prove that Conjecture 1 holds for the graphs 
with large girth. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a graph with maximal degree A(G) 6 A and the girth 
g(G) z= 8A(ln A + 1.1). Then leX(G) G A + 1. 
This theorem immediately yields the following 
Corollary 2. Let G be a graph with the maximal degree A(G) s A and the girth 
g(G) 2 BA(ln A + 1.1). Then Q(G) s A + 3. 
The idea of the Theorem proof is that of [9] adapted for line graphs. 
2. Notation 
The girth g(G) of the graph G is, as usual, the length of its shortest cycle. For 
any v E V(G) we let N,(V) := {w E V(G) ( (v, w) E E(G)}. 
The line graph L(G) of the graph G is that whose vertices are the edges of G 
and two vertices of L(G) are adjacent iff the correspondent edges of G have an 
end vertex in common. The vertex of the graph L(G) corresponding to the edge 
(a, b) E E(G) will sometimes be denoted by (a, b). The set NLcG)( (a, b)) is 
splitted in a natural way into two cliques: C(a, b) which contains all the vertices 
of iVLcG)( (a, 6)) of the kind (a, c), and C(b, a) which contains all the vertices of 
N,(,,((a, b)) of the kind (b, d). 
The list chromatic number Ix(G) of the graph G is the smallest k such that if 
whenever each vertex Y E V(G) is assigned a list a’(v) of k admissible colours, 
then there exists such a proper colouringf of V(G) that each vertex v is coloured 
by a colour f(v) E Q(V) (in this situation we will say that f is compatible with @). 
It is known ([4,12]) that there exist bipartite graphs with arbitrary large list 
chromatic number. 
The list edge chromatic number leX(G) is defined analogously. We can also say 
that leX(G) is the list chromatic number of the line graph L(G). 
Call the walk (nl, n2, . . . , v,) of the graph L flexible if (vi, v~+~) $ E(L) for any 
1 s i s t - i. We mean that no edge is used in a walk more than once. 
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3. Preliminaries 
Lemma 1. Let L = L(G) be the line graph of a graph G and (v,, . . . , v,) be a 
flexible walk in L. Zf t 2 3 and (v,, v,) E E(L), then t 3 g(G). 
Proof. Let (vl,. . . , v,) be the shortest walk in L which satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma. Then the subgraph of L induced by the vertex set (v,, . . . , v,) should be 
a cycle. Since (vl, v3) $ E(L), we have t Z= 4. In this case the spanning subgraph 
of G generated by the edges corresponding to the vertices vl, . . . , v, also has to 
be a cycle. 0 
Now, suppose that the Theorem 1 is not true. Then there exists a counter 
example G, minimal with respect to the number of edges. Let the maximal 
degree of G be equal to A and the set @ of (A + 1)-element lists for edges of G 
be such that there is no proper colouring of E(G) compatible with @. 
Consider L = L(G) and some vertex v0 = (a,, b,) E V(L). Due to the mini- 
mality of G, there is a colouring f of V(L) \ {v,} = E(G) \ {(a”, b,,)} compatible 
with Qi. 
In the next section we will construct a subset r of V(L) U E(L). This set will 
play the main role in proving our Theorem. The edges of r will be directed, some 
of them in both directions. While constructing r, the arcs and vertices belonging 
to r will be called r-arcs and r-vertices, respectively. At the Step i of the 
construction we shall define r-arcs and r-vertices of level i. It will be shown that 
either we can colour V(L) properly or r increases unboundedly, a contradiction 
to the finiteness of r. Roughly, the existence of a r-arc (v, U) will show the 
possibility to recolour v in the colour of U, if we could recolour u in another 
colour . 
4. Construction of the set F 
By the choice of G, f (NL(vO)) 1 a(~). Denote 
Gi(VO) := {u E N,(Q) 1 f(v) E @(vcJ\f W,(v”)\{vI)I- 
Step 0. The vertex v0 is called the r-vertex of level 0. 
Step 1. For every v E O1(vO) direct edge (vO, v) towards v. Call these arcs the 
r-arcs (in particular, c-arcs) of level 1. The vertices of O,(vO) will be called 
r-vertices of level 1. 
Definition. Say that r-vertex v of level 1 is l-free if 
@(v)\f (Iv> u NL(V)) + 0. 
Definition. For any r-vertex v # v,, we let T,(v) := 0, 
T,(u) := {u,}, Q,(v) := {w E N,(v)\ {vd 1 f(w) E @(v)\f (X(v)\ (w>)>- 
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If r_~ = (a, b) is a r-vertex of level 1 then l{a, b} II {a,,, b,,}( = 1 by definition. 
In the case a E {ao, b,} we set &(v) := Q*(V) n C(b, u). Then go to Step 2. 
Step k (k > 1). 
(k 1). If there exists any (k - 1)-free r-vertex, then the construction termin- 
ates. It also terminates if there are no r,-arcs of level k - 1. In all other cases go 
to (k 2). 
(k 2). For every ordered pair (v, W) of vertices, where v (ZV,) is a r-vertex 
and w E Ok(v), we direct the edge (v, W) towards W. Call all these arcs the r-arcs 
of level k. Go to (k 3). 
Remark. It may happen that some edges generate r-arcs in both directions. 
(k 3). Here we will determine for every r-arc of level k whether it is a r,-arc or 
else a &arc. Let 
4 = K’.%(G)J - (1) 
Consider an arbitrary r-arc (vl of level k. Let f(v) = (Y, f(w) = /3. Suppose, 
for some s 2 2 there exists a directed path (2)1,, . . . , (q_, , v,) consisting of 
r-arcs such that: 
(a) Vs-i=21, v,=w; 
(b) f(ui)E{(Y,p}, lsi<s; 
(c) (vi, Vi+l j is a q-arc for 1 s is s - 2; 
(d) there is a r-vertex u of level at most k -q (see (1)) with NL(u) II 
(V*, . . . , v,}#O. 
Then we call (vl a &arc of level k and put P(u, W) = U. If there are several 
such U’S, then select any of them as 9(v, w). 
If there are no such paths as described above we call <vl a G-arc of level k. 
After having every r-arc of level k checked go to (k 4). 
(k 4). A vertex u E V(L) will be called a r-vertex of level k if there is a G-arc 
entering v but there are no such G-arcs of level less than k. Go to (k 5). 
(k 5). For a r-vertex w we denote Tk(w) := {u E V(L) ) <u, is a q-arc of 
level at most k}. Go to (k 6). 
(k 6). Call a r-vertex r~ (fq,) k-free if 
@(u)V({v) u (NL(rJ)\ Tk(u)) f 0. 
Let us recall that, due to (k l), if there is at least one k-free r-vertex then the 
construction terminates at the Step k + 1. 
Go to (k 7). 
(k 7). For every r-vertex v (#v,) we set 
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Go to (k 8). 
(k 8). For every r-vertex u = (a, 6) we define Ok+i(v) as follows. 
Case 1: Tk(V)\ T,_,(v) = 0. 
Then Ok+l(v) := 0. 
Case 2: C(a, b) fl (Z&(v)\ T,_,(v)) # 0 and C(b, a) rl (Tk(v)\ Tk-I(v)) # 0. 
Then Ok+*(v) := Qk+dv). 
Case 3: C(a, b) rl (G(v)\ Tk_-I(v)) = 0 and C(b, a) n (Zi(v)\ Tk_I(v)) = 0. 
Then Ok+l(v) := Q,+4v) n C(b, u). 
Go to Step k + 1. 
By r we will denote the set consisting of all the r-arcs and Z-vertexs. 
5. Properties of r 
At first we remark that the number of steps is finite. Indeed, by (k 7) and (k 8), 
for any Z-vertex v (ZV,) and any k #j we have O,(v) fl Oj(V) = 0. So, any edge 
of the graph L can generate at most two r-arcs. Consequently, by (k l), the 
construction lasts no more than 2 IE(L)J + 1 steps. We will assume below that the 
construction terminated on the Step s + 1 and hence the maximal level of Z-arcs 
is s. 
The levels of the Z-vertex ZJ and the Z-arc m will be denoted by Y(V) and 
Y(v, w), respectively. 
Claim 1. If m LS a r-arc, then Y(v, W) 2 Y(v) + 1. Zf m is a &arc and 
w # 2r0, then Y(W) S Y(v, IV). 
Proof. Due to (k 2), the initial vertex of any Z-arc is a Z-vertex of lower level. 
According to (k 4), the level of any Z-vertex w # u0 is equal to the lowest level of 
G-arcs entering w. q 
Claim 2. Zf <v, is a r-arc, w # v. and <w, is a q-arc, then Y(w, v) = s and 
Y is an s-free r-vertex. 
Proof. Let Y(v, w) = k + 1, f(w) =j?, Y(w, v) = r. By (k5), w E T,(v). Hence, 
due to (k 7), r Z= k + 1 and p E @(v)\f (NL(v)\({w} U G(v))). But then /3 E 
Q(u) \f (h(v) \ T,(v)) an v is an r-free vertex. Thus, by (k l), r = S. d q 
Claim 3. Zf (v, and <w, are r-arcs, f(v) = f (u) and v ZU, then (v, in u 
G-arc and Y(v, w) + 1 =G Y(w, u). 
Proof. Let Y(w, U) = k. By (k 2), u E Ok(w) c Qk(w). Then, because of (k 7), 
v E T’_l(w). It means that <v, is a c-arc and Y(v, w) s k - 1. Cl 
From Claim 1 and (k 4) we obtain the following. 
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Claim 4. For any r-vertex w # v0 there exists a G-arc <v, such that 
Y(w) = Y(v, w) 3 Y(v) + 1. 
From (k 8) and (k 2) we obtain immediately the following. 
Claim 5. Let m be a r-arc of level k (k a 2) v = (a, b) # vO, w E C(b, a). 
Then there exists a r-vertex u E C(a, b) such that <u, is a &-arc of level k - 1. 
Claim 6. r,-arcs of level k > 1 do not enter vertices adjacent to v,,. 
Proof. Suppose, Claim 6 is false. Then among the G-arcs entering vertices 
adjacent to vO we choose a r,-arc <v, of the smallest level k 3 2. 
Construct a sequence vk, v~-~, . . . , v. as follows. Put vk := w, vk_, := v. Let 
now the sequence vk, . . . , v&r (t <k) be constructed such that 
(a) (vi, vi+J is a J?- arc of level i + 1 (k - t s i s k - 1); 
(b) if vi = (ai, bi) (k - t s i s k), then Ui+l = bi (k - t =S i s k - 1) and ai # ai+z 
(k - t s i s k - 2). 
Due to Claim 5, there exists vk__r__l C(ak_l, bk_,) such that (Vk-,-_l, uk_r) is a 
G-arc of level k-t. Since vk__r__l E C(a&,, bk_,), we may assume Vk__r__l = 
(ak-t-1, bk--t-I), where bk_,_, = ak__r. Because vk__t_, f Vk+, We have a&-r # 
b/+-r. 
By the construction, (vi+*, vi) $ E(L) (i = 0, 1, . . . , k - 2) if g(G) 2 4. Hence, 
by Lemma 1, ksg(G)- 1. Then, according to (k 3), (Vk-Ir vk) should be a 
&-arc since (DO, vk) E E(L). q 
Claim 7. Let (v,, . . . , v,+,) be a walk in L such that f(vJ = f (v3) = f (v.J = 
. ..= LY, f (vz) = f (v4) = . . . = p and (v2, vI) be a r-arc. Then: 
(4 Cvi+l, vi) isarI-arcoflevefY(v,,v,)+l-i(lSiSt); 
(b) Y(vz, VI)+ s Y(v,+1) + q - 1; 
(c) if (v,, vI) is a G-arc, then Y(v,, v,) s Y(v,+,) + q ~ 2. 
Proof. Let Y(v,, vr) = k and t > 2. According to (k 7), to have v1 E Qk(vz) it is 
necessary that v3e Tk_,(vz). If v3E Tk--2(v2), then VIE Qk-,(vz). So, v3 E 
Tk_,(v,)\Tk_,(v,). It means that (v3, v2) is a G-arc of level k - 1. Analogously 
we obtain that (a) is true for any 2 < i < t. 
Suppose, Y(v,+r) c k -4. Since f (v,+l) E {(u, p}, then vrtl # v. and by,Claim 4 
there exists w E N,(v,+,) with Y(w) s k - q - 1. But in this case (v3, v2) should 
be a G-arc because of (k 3). Analogously arguing, (c) is also true. 0 
Definition. We will denote by L, the subgraph of L induced by {v E 
V(L) If(v) E {a, 6). BY LA v, w) will be denoted the connected component of 
L,s\{(v, w)} containing v with the added vertex w and edge (v, w). 
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Claim 8. For any G-arc (v, with f({ v, w}) = {W B} the graph L&v, w) 
forms an oriented path of the length at most q - 2 with the end vertex w. The 
subgraph of L induced by the vertex set of this path is also a path. 
Proof. Since L is a line graph, the connected component R of L, containing v 
has to be a path or a cycle. Due to Claim 7, it ought to generate in ran oriented 
path of the length at most q - 2 consisting of c-arcs. Since L is K1,3-free, then 
the induced subgraph L(R) has to be a path, too. •i 
Remark. In view of Claim 8 we can 
as an oriented path. 
consider LLyB(v, w) as a part of r, namely, 
Deiinition. For any q-arc <v, 
induction on Y(v, w): 
the digraph F(v, w) will be defined by 
^ . . - ;- 
(1) If v = 210, then F(v, w) consists ot vertices v, w, and Ii-arc (v, w) . 
(2) Let F(x, y) be defined for all the G-arcs (x,yi with Y(x, y) <k. Consider a 
G-arc (v, of level k with f(v) = (Y, f(w) = /I. Let u1 and u2 be the first and the 
second vertices of the oriented path Las(v, w). We may suppose u1 = (a, b), 
u2 E C(b, a). By Claim 5 there exists a c-arc <u, such that u E C(a, b) and 
Y(u, UJ < Y(ui, uJ. Select some u with this property and put F(v, w) := 
L&u, w) U F(n, 4 
Remark. Since g(G) > 3, u E C(a, b), u2 E C(b, a), then (u, u2) $ E(L). 
Claim 9. Let (v, be a G-arc. Then: 
(a) F(v, w) is an oriented path consisting of rI-arcs; it leads from v. to w; 
(b) if (yl, and (yz, belong to F(v, w), {yl, ~2) f {v, w>, then 
Y(Yl, Yz) + 1 c Y(Y*, y3); 
(c) the subgraph of L induced by the vertex-set of F(v, w) is a path which 
connects vO and w. 
Proof. We will use induction on the level of (v,. If Y(v, w) = 1, the Claim 9 is 
obvious for (v, w). 
Suppose, the Claim is true for all G-arcs of level at most k - 1, and <v, is a 
G-arc of level k. Let f (v) = LY, f(w) = f3. By the definition of F(v, w), there exist 
r-vertices ul, u2, u such that: 
(i) (~1, UJ = V(&j3(v, w)); 
(ii) <ul and (ul, uaj are c-arcs; 
(iii) 1 + Y(u, uJ < Y(u,, uJ < Y(v, w) = k; 
(iv) (u, u2) $ R(L); 
(v) F(v, w) is the union of L&v, w) and F(u, uI). 
By the induction assumption the Claim is true for F(u, ul). Due to Claim 8 and 
Claim 7, L&v, w) is an oriented path from u1 to w and the statement (b) of 
Claim 9 is valid for Lae(v, w). Hence (b) is valid for F(v, w). 
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Now, let (u,,, vi, . . . , v,, v,+~, . . . , v,) (where v, = ul, v, = W) be the walk 
consisting of F(u, ui) and Lns(v, w). Due to induction assumption and Claim 8 
and since (u, u2) $ E(L), this walk is flexible. Show that it is a simple path. 
Suppose, i <j and vi = Vj. By Lemma 1, j - i ag(G). Therefore, according to 
(b), 
Y(Vj-1, uj) sg(G) - I+ Y(ui, Vi+,) 2 Y(Vi> +g(G), 
and (vi-i, vi) should be a &arc. The contradiction shows that (a) is true for 
f’(v, w). 
At last suppose that i + 1 <j and (Vi, Vi) E E(L). Since (~0, . . . , v,) is flexible, 
then j - 1 ag(G) - 1, Y(v~_~, Vi) a&G) + Y(Vi) - 1 and again (Vj-1, Vi) should 
be a &arc. 0 
Definition. Let w be an s-free r-vertex, f(w) = /I. By the definition of s-free 
r-vertex, there exists 
@E @(w)\(W UfWL(W)\T,(W))). 
For such (Y, construct (w, cu)-trace F(w, (Y) by the following rules. 
Case 1. If (Y E @(w)\({/3} Uf(N,_(w)), th en, by definition, Y(w) = s. Take any 
vertex v E T,(w) and put F(w, a) := F(v, w). 
Case 2. If there is exactly one vertex v E T,(w) with f(v) = (Y, then put 
F(w, (u) := F(v, w). 
Case 3. Let {y E T,(w) (f(y) = a} = {v, x} and Y(v, w) s Y(x, w). Then 
F(w, (u) is the union of F(v, w) and LaP(x, w). 
Claim 10. Let w be an s-free r-vertex, f(w) = p and a = Q(w) \ ({ /3} U f(NL( w) \ 
c(w))). Then: 
(a) F(w, a) is a root tree with the root w every arc of which is a r,-arc; this tree 
consists of one or two oriented paths, terminating in w ; one of these paths starts 
from v,; 
(b) if (yl, and (y2,y3j belong to F(w, 4, yl fy,, then Y(y,, yJ + 16 
(c) the subgraph of L induced by F(w, a) is a path one end of which is v,,. 
Proof. If Cases 1 or 2 of the definition of F(w, a) take place, then Claim 10 
follows from Claim 9. Let Case 3 hold. According to Claims 7, 8 and 9, F(v, w) 
and L&x, w) are oriented paths, consisting of G-arcs. They lead to w and 
F(v, w) starts from vo. 
Let (vO, vi, _ . . , vt, . . . , v,) (where v,_~ = v, v, = w, v,+i =x) be the walk 
such that (v,, vl,. . . , v,) is F(v, w) and (v,, q-i, . . . , v,) is L,,(x, w). Since 
f(v) = (Y = f(x), then (v, x) $ E(L) and (v,, vl, . . . , vr, . . . , v,) is a flexible 
walk. 
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Suppose, i < j and vi = uj. Due to Claims 8 and 9, i < t < j. As (v,,, ul, . . . , v,) 
is flexible, we have i - i 2 g(G). By Claim 7, 
Y(u,+r > V,) = Y(Vj, Vj-1) +i - 1 - t ~ Y(Vj, Vj-1) + 4 - 2. 
So, i-f <q - 1. By the definition of F(w, CX), Y(IJ_,, v,) < Y(v~+,, v,). 
According to Claim 9, 
Y(v+~, v,) 2 t - 1 - i + Y(vj, vi+l) 2 t - i + Y(vi). 
Thus, 
Y(V,,I> v,)>t-i+Y(v,)=Y(v,)+(j-i)+(t-j) 
3 Y(Vi) + g(G) - q + 1 > Y(Vi) + q, 
and (v~+~, v ) should be a r,-arc. Hence all the vertices vO, vl, . . . , v, are distinct 
and, taking Claims 8 and 9 into account, (a) and (b) are true for F(w, cu). 
At last suppose, j > i + 1 and (vi, Vi) E E(L). Again i < t <i. Since 
( vo, 211, . * . 9 v,) is flexible, then i-i sg(G) - 1. As above, we obtain i-t 6 
q - 1 and 
Y(u1+1, v,)St-i+Y(Vi)=Y(Vi)+(j-i)+(t-j) 
z=Y(v,)+g(G)-l-q+lz-Y(v,)+q. 
Therefore, again (v,+r, v,) should be a &arc. Cl 
Claim 11. There are no s-free r-vertices. 
Proof. Suppose, w is an s-free r-vertex, f(w) = /3 and LY E G(w) \ ({ /3} U 
f (N.(w) \ T,(w))). F or every v E V(F(w, a)) \ { w} there is exactly one vertex v(v) 
such that the &-arc (v, v(v)) belongs to F(w, (u). Set 
i 
f(Y), y E V(L)\F(w, a); 
f’(r)= 6 y=w; (2) 
f (Y(Y)), Y E (V(L) fl F(w9 4)\{w>* 
Due to (k 7) and the choice of a; we have 
f’(Y) E Q(Y) VY E V(L)* 
Assume that for some (z, U) E E(L) 
f ‘(2) =f ‘(u). (3) 
Since colours of vertices of V(L)\F( w, a) do not change, we let z E F(w, a). 
Case 1. z = w. By the definition of s-free r-vertex, 
a $f(Ww)Ww, a)). 
According to Claim 10, there are at most two vertices of F(w, (u) adjacent to w. 
And they are coloured by /3 in f ‘. Hence in this case (3) does not hold. 
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Case 2. z = ug. By Claim 10, Y(v,) is the only vertex of F(w, cu) adjacent to v,,. 
Due to the definition of the Step 1, 
f’(uo) =f(v(uo)) #f(u) =f’(u) if u f Y(G). 
And, by (2), f’(v(t~o) #tf(v(%)) =f’(G 
Case 3. z $ {V,, W}, U E V(L)\F( W, a). Since (z, Y(Z)) is a r-arc, we have 
f(G)) e @(z)V({z> lJ (N&)\{v(z), v-‘(z)>)). 
Hence f’(z) =f(v(z)) #f(u) =f’(u). 
Case 4. {z, u} c (V(L) fl F(w, cu))\{vO, w}. Due to Claim 10, either z = v(u) 
or u = Y(Z). Let z = Y(U). Then f’(z) =f(v(z)) #f(z) =f’(u). 0 
From Claim 11 we obtain immediately the following. 
Claim 12. For any r-vertex w # vg 
Taking Claim 2 into account, we have the following. 
Claim 13. For any r-vertex 
q(w) n T,(W) = 0. 
Claim 14. For any r-vertex 
(k+l I 
wunduny lGjGs+l 
1 U oj(w) 1 3 1 + I ?iCw)I’ 
j=2 
Proof. Let w = (a, b), jTk(w)l = t. If v. E N,(w), then by Claim 6 it belongs to 
G(w). 
Case 1. T,(w) 13 C(u, 6) # 0 and T,(w)nC(b, u)#0. Let u l NL(w)\Tk(w) 
and 
f(u) E G(w) V-WL(W) \ ({u> U G(w))). (4) 
Then, by (k 7), u E lJi”=+: Qj(W), and in the case under consideration, by (k 8), u 
N,(W)\ Tk(w) twice. Thus, ll_i”=+: O,(W)1 2 A - (A - 2 - t) = t + 2. 
Case 2. Tk(w) fl C(u, b) # 0, T,(w) fl C(b, a) = 0. Then lJ;Z; Oj(W) consists of 
vertices u E C(b, a)\ T,(w) such that (4) holds. Again at most A - 2 - t colours 
from Q(w) occur twice in colouring of NL(w)\Tk(w). Suppose, there are m such 
colours. Every one of them is used for colouring some vertex of C(u, b). 
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Therefore, at most (A - 1) - t - m colours, which occur once in NL(w)\ T,(w), 
are used for colouring C(a, b). Consequently, 
lgOj(w)l >A- m-(A-l-t-m)=t+l. 0 
According to Claims 13 and 14, for any r-vertex w 
IT(w)1 =z A - 2. 
Then Claim 14 implies the following. 
Claim 15. For any r-vertex w # vO and any Y(w) s k c s 
lUi”=+,’ Oj(W>l> 1+ I&(w)l , A - 1 
ITs( ITdw)l 74-2’ 
6. Completion of the proof of Theorem 1 
It will be proved that the construction of r does not stop if there are no s-free 
vertices. 
Let 9’ be the mapping defined in (k 3), u be some r-vertex and (u, y) E E(L). 
Denote by P;‘(u) the set of &arcs <v, such that 9(v, w) = u and the arc 
<v, is the last arc of some bicoloured oriented path, which contains y. 
The number of G-arcs entering y does not exceed 2(A - 1)). At most A 
bicoloured oriented paths use r-arcs going out of y, since I Q(y)1 = A + 1. 
Besides, if some r-arc goes out of y, then less than 2(A - 1) &arcs enter y. So, 
l.P;‘(u)l c 3(A - 1). Hence for any r-vertex u 
IF’(u)1 G 3(A - 1)(2A - 2) = 6(A - 1)2. (5) 
Denote by ei, el and e:l the numbers of r-arcs, q-arcs and r2-arcs of level i, 
respectively. Then from (5) and (k 3) we obtain 
where K denotes the set of r-vertices of level i. Because of (k 4), 
lvl=Sef Vial. (7) 
We have 
k+l k+l k+l kfl k+l 
Fl el = zl ei - zl C = u~~~,v, zl IOi( - zI 4. 
I I 
Due to (6), (7) and Claim 15, the last expression is not less than 
c d-11Tk(v)l-6(A-1)2k-~11&12~$e~-6(A-I)2k-~1e/. (8) 
,A_J,~_,~ A - 2 i=o I 0 i=l 
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Denote mi := Cj=, e;. By definition, m, 2 2(A + 1) - 2(A - 1) = 4. We will show 
that 
mk+l ~ (4 - l)(A - 1) 
dA - 2) 
mk Vkal. (9) 
Set mi := 0 for i G 0. Suppose that k is the smallest positive integer for which (9) 
is not proved. Due to (8), 
A-l 
mk+l * 4-2 mk - 6(A - 1)2mk-q+1. 
By the minimality of k, 
(q - l)(A - 1) 1--q 
mk-q+l c mk 
> q(A-2) ’ 
Consequently, 
mk+l ~ (4 - l)(A - 1) 
q(A-2) mk 
(q - l)(A - 1) 




- 6(A - 1)2( 
(q - l)(A - 1) 
> 
‘Y -- 
A-2 q(A - 2) q(A _ 2) 
=s (~-~(A-I)~(~)~(I+-&)+) 




is negative while q 3 A - 1. Hence for any A L 3, q 3 (A - 1)4(ln(A - 1) + 1.1) 
we have 
1 - 17(A - l)‘q(z)’ 
2 1 - 17(A - 1)2(A - 1)4(ln(A - 1) + l.l)( 1 - ~)‘A-1’4”n’A-1’+1’1’ 
> 1 - 17(A - 1)34(ln(A - 1) + 1. l)e-4(‘n(A-1)+1.1) 
= 1 - g (ln(A - 1) + l.l)e-4.4 > 1 - 68e-4-4 > 0. 
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Since q = LO. 5g(G)] 3 4(A - l)(ln(A - 1) + 1.1)) the last chain of inequalities 
yields (9). This implies endless construction of r, a contradiction. q 
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